Become a sponsor of the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC)

Sponsors are pivotal to the IVSC’s goal of improving valuation for the public good. They share a belief that raising standards of international valuation practice will benefit business and strengthen financial markets. They recognise that better standards improve transparency, contribute to the growth of stronger economies and lead to improved confidence for all users of valuation data.

The IVSC is working with leading businesses and organisations including the UN and World Bank to build trust in valuation.

WHO ARE THE IVSC?
The IVSC is the global, not-for-profit organisation responsible for developing International Valuation Standards (IVS) and the valuation profession. Its mission is to set and embed consistent, high-quality standards which support business and protect financial markets for the public good.

Valuation matters. Whatever the reason for conducting a valuation – financial reporting, M&A activity, financing, asset sales or determining the capital adequacy of financial institutions – reliable valuations are crucial. They help foster financial stability and sustainable economic growth.

Sir David Tweedie
Chair of the IVSC Board of Trustees

www.ivsc.org
WHAT DO IVSC SPONSORS DO?
As a not-for-profit organisation, the IVSC relies on the support of responsible sponsor organisations to achieve its goals. Sponsors include end users of valuation services, valuation providers, professional institutions and multilateral NGOs. They contribute to the IVSC’s mission by:

> Providing input to the standards-setting process and the evolution of the International Valuation Standards (IVS)
> Raising awareness and demand for international best practice in valuation
> Supporting engagement with end users of valuation services including investors
> Contributing to the IVSC’s standards development and public outreach activities

BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP
Organisations sponsor the IVSC for many reasons, including:

> To gain recognition and profile for their leadership and commitment to improving financial markets for the public good
> To support advances in standards which underpin and de-risk international business
> To act on their Corporate Social Responsibility commitments
> To gain free access to the International Valuation Standards, associated documents and online resources, including for use in training materials
> To champion their public interest commitments among international influencers including financial regulators, global business and investors
> To access and participate in high-level meetings and events within the valuation and financial services arena
> To join a leading international network of like-minded organisations

VISIT: WWW.IVSC.ORG
Find out who sponsors the IVSC: www.ivsc.org/about/sponsors

The quote boxes contain the following quotes:

Valuation consistency and quality throughout the world is one area where investors often face challenges. We’re in the business of investing other peoples’ money responsibly so reliable valuation is the gatekeeper of proofing that we are doing it right, it’s a prerequisite for effective investment.

Martin Brühl
Chief Investment Officer, Union Investment Real Estate GmbH

I believe a global set of standards for valuation is important. Globally aligned standards improve quality and consistency and support professionals, regulators and end users of valuation data. IVSC has an important role to play in developing a global valuation profession.

Leigh Miller
Global Leader, Valuation and Business Modeling, EY

HOW DO YOU BECOME A SPONSOR?
To become an IVSC sponsor, or to find out more email: contact@ivsc.org